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About This Game

The Classic Fun Collection is a pack of 5 games in 1 for you to enjoy!
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G-Tris:  a close friend of Tetris

Pirate Solitaire: play the Solitaire in the universe of pirates

Mahjong: the mythical chinese game

Sudoku: a must-have!

Bayou words: try to find as many words as possible with the few letters available
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classic fun collection 5 in 1

2nd day after release and there are already only 2 players online. Don't waste your money on this.. Mobile(Free but epic grindy)
Ported to PC(Epic grindy).

Simplistic Space Ship Battles that last anywhere from 5s to 5minutes per battle. If you are looking for in-depth tactical\/strategic
space battles with content and mind-blowing ship to ship action...this is not the game for you.

Lacking some content from the mobile ported game. ( Fewer by 5 ships available for use). "Titan Ship Class" as a PAID DLC,
as opposed to being "free(grind to get for free)" on the mobile game.

Controls are non-optimized for PC, just a straight up port and whatever the hell as long devs make money.

For a game released on mobile and now in pc, the english makes me wanna slap myself. Plus a lot of ########## in some
scenarios(unfinished texts). Lots of the game hints don't make sense( I think this is due to being translated from a different
language to English)

On the plus side, it's a game where you don't need to use any brains. at all. Relaxing to play a few battles now and then, and just
enjoy the gfx and ships exploding, although not for free, unlike mobile ersion).

Play the mobile version, you can get free "gold" and "khorium(2nd currency)" every few minutes by just force watching ads.

If you are looking for an intense ship-to-ship dakka dakka game, you are better off playing Battlefleet Gothic: Armada.. Journey
into the dangerous insides of a woman and be shot at by lasers as you try to become the first sperm to reach the egg...or
stomach. Entertaining soundtrack, a few minor bugs, buy the game when it's on sale and you won't be disappointed. You'll also
make a profit if you sell the trading cards. (Each of mine sold for .70+ at the time of this posting (8/25/15)).. Absolutely
amazing.. Cool stuff... The things behind the scene! Niceeee!!!. I have played one of the older versions and have gotten the hang
of it.

The game has its ups and downs.

for an example, It takes a lot of time to get familiar with the controlls and how the some of the mechanics work. and some of
the stuff in the game can easily be extremly overvelming and look some what unnecesary.

but it still has to be said, it is a well made game with a lot of potential and opertunities.
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Super nice starting pack :DD

I got it for the cloths :)). I honeslty enjoy this game.

It's a very good piece of interactive fiction, and I really enjoy those kinds of games. Some may not, and that's their choice, but
personally, I find the classic nature of a good text-adventure to be relaxing and exciting at the same time.

The Pros:
1. The story is actually pretty well written. You get a sense of both who your character is as they develop, along with the
supporting characters of the tale.
2. There are a lot of different choices to make, each with it's on rewards aand consequences. This adds a lot to the story as it
progresses, but I will touch on this again in the Cons.
3. The game brings a general creeping feeling, as you're playing. You never know what is going to happen around the next
corner. Whether you will live or die; make a good or bad choice for a scenario and defines your character in a different light.
Things can take a turn for the worst at any second, and it keeps you on your toes.

The Cons:
1. The story itself may be enough to keep you going, but I sometimes felt the narrative was a bit wordy. I feel, in IF anyway, that
you should be shorter in sentences, and deliver the majority of the details in quick sentences, rather than long narratives.
Another problem that I found was that the writer needs to deliver more of the "show, don't tell" rhetoric that most writers use.
Could help in the long run.
2. As I stated above, I would come back to the choices. While there are plenty of choices, some of them have no effect on the
story itself. Such as weapon choice at the beginning. Honestly, I found no change in my actions when playing a character with a
rifle, or a character with a knife. Just an observation, and probably nit-picky, but I digress.

Overall, this was an exceptional game and I really enjoyed playing it. I definitely recommend it for the text-adventure lovers out
there, and any zombie survival fans.. this is the best part Egypt I love it. - It's a mobile game badly ported to PC
- Doesn't support 2560x1440
- Poor grammar (lack of capitalisation on names)
- Uses a control arrow in the bottom right instead of being able to click where you want to go
- You have to click an inspect button then click on your ability to see what it does. Its turn 38 in the Great Northern War and my
PBEM opponent playing Karl XXI, the young king and a genius at war, have been steamrolling his way deep into the polish
heartland, pushing away any opposition with ease. Now however he is starting to feel the sting of my scorched earth tactics as he
grinds his way towards Ukraine. Crappy roads, russian winter and infrastructure will wither his invicible forces down. It isnt
glorious but its the only way I can win this. Loving it! True warfare!. JFC Run for your life! This game will consume your
freetime like crazy!

Highly reccomended if: You're serving a life sentence but somehow got this game.

Not reccomended it: You have a life and a bunch of other games you want to finish.

Needless to say, it's really good. The combination of strategy and progression really hit the spot. I might uninstall for now
though, I would seriously like to complete some other game this weekend lol.. Just... get the cards.. This is a good building game
, if it is playable, I downloaded this game over a year ago and have never been able to play the steam version because it did not
load properly and I did not know what to do. Contacting any one on steam is impossible, it is quite infuriating and has almost
made me leave steam as a bad job, but there are other games on here that have made me stay.
Now when talking to someone about my experiance, I was finaly told what to do. I deleted the game from my PC and am re-
loading it, we will see if steam has there boots on, but as for this particular game it is ok, it is a good game to veg out on and if
you are canny you can own the world.
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